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Technology
Help or Hindrance?
by Bethany A. Giles

oe Jackson works with a computer pro-

gram only as a matter of necessity, while Scott

Hastings utilizes a personal data assistant to 

access product information, his customer data-

base, photos, and more. Tim Pacen uses camera

phones as a big time saver for himself and 

his staff.

However, even though they all admit the

advantages of technology, all expressed dis-

pleasure with certain aspects of it—either in the

expense, the difficulty to update, or the lack of

a product that would exactly suit their needs. 
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Data Security Is an Issue

Like many other distributors na-

tionwide, Absolute Pressure Clean-

ing Equipment, Inc., in Odenton,

MD, monitors inventory with a

computer system. But for the last 

few months, they also have been

testing the use of laptop computers

in the field with two of their sales-

men. President Tim Pacen says they

have hopes for more efficiency in 

the field and fewer calls to the office

for information. 

The result? The salesmen are using

much less of their time calling the

office and more time selling. They can

access general client information

immediately from their laptops,

which is especially useful if there is

down-time between scheduled client

visits. “Our salespeople see some

customers all the time because they

buy a lot of product from us, but

some only buy every six months or

so, and they can be forgotten. With

the laptop, a salesperson can look and

find out who hasn’t been seen in a

while.” While there, salespeople can

write up quotes and print them out;

orders are placed upon return to the

office in Odenton.

Camera Phones Save Miles and Time

Pacen says his company also will

be making use of camera phones

as a cost- and time-saving measure.

“There are times when sales or 

service people have a piece of equip-

ment or a part that they can’t ade-

quately describe (on the phone).

But they can send me a picture, and

I won’t have to drive an hour and a

half to look at the thing for five

minutes. It will save a lot of time.”

While technology can be a help,

Pacen says he definitely had reser-

vations about the use of laptops in

the field—and all those reserva-

tions are not yet put to rest. “There

is too much company information on

these laptops, should they be lost or

stolen,” he says. Another concern is

putting laptops in the hands of

employees who could leave the

company and take their client lists

with them. “Only my two highest-

regarded employees have laptops in

the field, and they are relatives. If

someone were to take that infor-

mation, it would be a problem.”

That danger is enhanced because

of security flaws in the software,

which provides password protection

for financial, tax, and some other files,

but does not provide database secu-

rity protection. “We’ll have to talk to

a lawyer and write some contracts

that list the ramifications if that

client information ever leaves here.

If we cannot do that, then we may

discontinue using laptops. I guess it

depends on how much information

you put on the computer, but if we

don’t give our salespeople the basic

customer list, the laptop is worthless.

We could restrict the information

they have, and provide each person

just their own client list, but this

option would cost thousands (of

dollars) in computer programming.”

There is no perfect software fit.

According to Pacen, another com-

mon concern among distributors is

that most general accounting soft-

ware is not perfectly suited to their

needs. In fact, he has found none that

solves all his problems. So, like oth-

ers, he makes do. “It’s difficult,

when you’re a small company, to

have the computer expense of peo-

ple coming in to set up programs for

your individual use. We’ve been

building a database program for

eight years, and now we cannot just

go and merge to another program.

We have to manually type all the

information in, and that’s costly.”

For example, when his company

first computerized their inventory

in 1997, they stocked 10,000 differ-

ent parts. It took four months to

input all the data for the computer

files. “Each part had to be logged,

assigned cost, quantities in stock, 

and we had to go physically and

count everything. It’s easier now, but
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if I had to start all over (or change

computer programs), we would

have to have two people entering

information for five to six months.”

Upgrade Costs Are Both

Emotional, Financial

Joe Jackson of Power Cleaning

Equipment Inc., in Florence, AL,

knows this scenario all too well since

his last conversion from one soft-

ware brand to another. While he uses

hand-written sales receipts at his

north Alabama business, he says all

sales are entered into a computer for

inventory control and communication

with the billing service he uses. Too

many software brands are not com-

patible with this hardware, and he feels

it’s just too much trouble. Due to the

time, cost, and incompatibility of

most software, Jackson states that

he is not willing to readily change any-

thing about his computer system.

At Aaladin Southwest in Farming-

ton, NM, Jim Edwards goes a step 

further—he has no technology on

the premises besides basic office ma-

chines. His office manager, Rayleen

Edwards, says he’s always saying

it would interfere with customer

service instead of improve it. “I’ve

tried for years to get a computer in

here, but he always says he’s afraid

that the computers would ‘go down’

too much and we’d leave our cus-

tomers hanging.”

PDAs assist salesmen in the 

field. Peninsula Pressure Systems,

Inc., in Salisbury MD, on the other

hand, is utilizing anything that

seems to work. “We do both com-

puter and hand-written sales,” Scott

Hastings explains. “In our retail

store, we have all invoices com-

puter-printed, but on the road, we

use hand-written invoices that are

turned in (at the office).” 

He says he likes some features of

inventory control his computer sys-

tem offers. “I can pull reports on

each sales rep, customer, or sale.

There is a lot of information to track.

We can see if we’re making money on

a customer or if a sales rep is pro-

ducing.” Eventually, he hopes to

add point of sale (POS) terminals

with scanners, but for now Hastings,

like many business owners, prefers

to key in a product number by hand

into accounting software. “I’m still

waiting for a good scanner for our sys-

tem. Right now, it’s cost prohibitive.

Until we have multiple locations, I

don’t want to buy a scanner system

and not be able to integrate it with

other locations later,” he says.

While waiting to integrate that

technology, he is in the process of

building a company Web site fea-

turing information only, though he

does plan to offer online ordering

later. Additionally, he’s enjoying

the use of personal data assistants

(PDAs) in the field. While doubling

as a salesman lately, Hastings has

accessed a customer database, 

memo pad, daily calendar, compa-

ny brochures, 50-page price list,

meeting notes, machine informa-

tion, sales opportunities, and even

photos of products and customers 

all from the computer that fits 

into a hip holster. The PDA allows

him to write quotes and print them

out while in the field. 

“We’re trying them to see where

they fit in. They’re nice things to

carry with a price list of 1,000 items

in it, instead of a 4-inch book,”

Hastings says. 

He started out with a laptop

because of its easy portability, but he

found that the one he had used a lot

of battery power, seemed too slow,

and was too bulky and conspicuous.

“When you’re walking into the back

of a mechanic’s shop, they don’t

want to see someone coming with a

laptop. My (PDA) is clipped right to

my hip, and is very fast. And since

they’re less than $200 now, they’re

not a major expense.”

On down the road, as the com-

pany expands to more locations,

Hastings plans to update most of
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their technology and software then,

too.  He says it’s important to update

software and technology as the need

arises, not at any certain point on a

calendar. He mainly looks to the

Internet to find the latest in inventory

control and time-saving software

and hardware since few vendors set

up at the CETA shows and no sales-

men come to call at his business. “I

need a new inventory program right

now,” he says. “I have a guy willing

to (write) it, but it’s expensive.”

Email Keys for Customers

While they work in the heart of

Silicone Valley, Dave Wyett insists his

business is not as technologically

sophisticated as it could be. While he

utilizes email well and has made

some smart decisions about his Web

presence, he still is lacking, he says,

in the area of tracking inventory,

sales, and staff performance.

“We have the capability and

intent of tracking inventory with the

computer, but manpower is still an

issue. Our inventory is in the com-

puter, and we use that as a base

for other needs, so our inventory is

not tracked daily due to the lack of

manpower. We have to get to a cer-

tain dollar level for it to be advan-

tageous,” Wyett says. 

The company uses ACT! (con-

tact management software) for a

database, but Wyett says, “We’ve

been struggling with this about a year

while getting people up to speed on

it in terms of putting data in that we

want. I want the sales people to put

a note in (their laptops) every time

they touch a contact—we could be

doing a better job tracking accounts

and who is doing what in terms of

our own employees. In terms of

service and sales contacts with cus-

tomers, our database can track that

a lot better than it does.”

So what has worked for them?

Email, certainly. “What’s helped us

the most is the ability to send text

sheets and photos with quotes and

staying in touch with our customers

with email—about 95 percent of

our accounts are handled by email.” 

With all the different technology

offered today, almost every business

can find the right products to enhance

their efficiency. On the whole, small

businesses seem to benefit from the

new smaller portable equipment

such as laptop computers, PDAs,

and camera phones. They can also

profit from systems that make inven-

tory and other administrative paper

work more manageable. Unfortun-

ately, sometimes computers do “go

down” and this can be disruptive to

business.  So, to answer the question—

help or hindrance—it would seem to

be a little of each. CT
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